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Question
Position

Question
1 A dive session is:

2 Which of the following is a disqualification
in the judgment of the diving referee:

3 A dive is officially completed:

4 In championship meets, the five voluntary
dives shall come from:

Answer1

Answer2

Answer3

A series of
dives
culminating
with the end of
the meet.
Diver behaves
in an
unsporting
manner.

A series of dive
rounds
culminating in a
break.

The completion None of the
of one dive by above.
each
participant.

1-4-6

The diver did
not make a
sincere attempt
to perform a
dive.
When the
judges' scores
are read.

9-8-3

Diver
unnecessarily
delays the
performance of
a dive.
When the diver When the diver
contacts the
comes to the
water surface. surface.

Lower the
degree of
difficulty on the
voluntary dive
that caused the
diver to exceed
9.0 to bring the
diver into
compliance.

9-4-1a
PENALTY 1

After the 50yard freestyle
and before the
100-yard
butterfly.
Make a
Allow diving to Not hold diving,
determination be held, if safe, if deemed
of the
and score
unsafe by the
adequacy of
positions
referee, but
the surface.
accordingly,
score the
even if the
visiting team's
visiting divers divers.
do not
participate.
Only the
That the diver Accuracy of the
accuracy of the is intending to sheet and that
sheet.
perform the
the diver can
dives listed on perform the
the sheet.
dives listed.

All of the
above.

5-1-2a

All are possible
answers.

9-1-1
PENALTY 1

The diver's
intent to enter
competition.

9-3-3 NOTE

The first dive is
the voluntary
dive dictated by
the state
association
schedule.

All dives are
performed prior
to the start of
swimming
events.

9-4-6 NOTE 2

Four of the five
groups with the
assigned dd
and sum total
not to exceed
9.0.

Shall stop
oscillating the
board just
before or after
the starting
position is
assumed.

Shall not
oscillate the
board more
than four times.

8 During the final round of the diving
competition, the board visibly cracks and is
unable to be replaced or repaired in a timely
manner. The referee shall:

Determine
places by using
the last full
round
completed.
Bears the
diver’s first and
last name.

Disqualify the
host team and
awards points
to the visiting
team(s).
Bears the event
and school
affiliation.

10 During a championship meet a diver
changes the position of a voluntary dive. At
the conclusion of the competition, it is
noticed that the voluntary degree of
difficulty was over 9.0 after the change was
made. The correct procedure is to:

Deduct two
points from
each judge’s
score on that
dive.

Disqualify the
diver.

10 During dual meets, the one-meter diving
event can be held as follows:

Before the 200- After the 400yard medley
yard freestyle
relay.
relay.

13 During a dual meet, 11 dives may be
performed provided:

Rule Reference

Fail the last
voluntary dive
that caused the
diver to exceed
9.0.

Each of the five
groups with the
assigned dd
having the sum
total not to
exceed 9.0.

7 During a dive utilizing a standing takeoff,
athletes:

12 When the diver and coach sign the diving
sheet and turn it in to the diving referee, it
confirms:

Answer6

1-4-4b

Diving is not
conducted at
this
competition.

11 The visiting coach complains that the
board's nonskid material is insufficient for
safe diving. The referee shall:

All of the
above.

Answer5

When the diver
passes below
the surface of
the water.
The five groups Any of the
with the
dives listed on
assigned dd
the diving form
and sum total with the
to be at least
assigned dd
9.0.
and sum total
not to exceed
9.0.
Diving is run as The visiting
an optional
team notifies
event with no
the host team
points awarded. two weeks in
advance and
no points are
awarded at the
competition.
May execute
Will be allowed
the intended
to perform the
dive provided correct dive.
the DD is
higher than the
one
announced.
Shall not permit All of the above
a foot or both
are true of the
feet to leave
standing dive.
the board
during an
oscillation prior
to the final
spring from the
board.
Stop the
Divide the total
competition
diving points
and not score among all of
the diving
the teams.
event.
Is submitted by All of the
the designated above.
time and place.

5 The visiting team has eliminated diving due The host team
to a lack of a facility. The proper procedure competes in
would be:
the diving
event (and all
teams with
diving entries)
and is awarded
points
6 When an announcer makes an error while Must complete
reading a dive, the diver:
the dive as it
was
announced.

9 In championship meets, the diver officially
becomes a participant when the official
entry:

Answer4

Must correct
the announcer
before
executing the
dive.

There is prior
mutual consent
of all
competing
teams.

There is no
maximum
degree of
difficulty for
voluntary dives.

9-4-1a

9-1-1
PENALTY 3

9-6-4b

9-5-2a, b, c

9-1-1
PENALTY 1

9-3-3a

14 A diver walks to the end of the board and, in Calls a balk.
the process of assuming a starting position,
loses balance and takes a small step to
regain balance. The referee:
15 Before each dive the announcer shall
announce the name of the diver:

Calls an
unsatisfactory
dive.

And no further
information.

And the
description of
the dive being
performed,
number,
position,
degree of
difficulty.
16 In the referee’s opinion, a dive is failed if
Executes a
Falls into the
the diver:
dive other than water.
that given on
the diving
scoresheet.
17 A diver does three-step forward approach
Calls an
Imposes no
followed by a culminating hurdle and
infraction of the penalty.
bounces twice on the end of the board. The forward
referee:
approach and
deducts two
points from
each judge’s
score.
18 If a diver is disqualified from the diving
The diver may The diver may
event because of two failed dives:
complete the
complete
remainder of
remainder of
dives even
dives if
though the
mutually
diver may not agreed upon by
score team
all coaches and
points.
officials.

19 In championship meets, the meet director
shall determine the order of diving:

Only by lot.

20 The order of divers in a dual meet shall be
determined by:

The state
association.

21 In a dual meet at a six-lane pool, the
number of diving entries shall be:

The same
number as in
the individual
swimming
events for the
meet.
True

22 There is no penalty for failing to submit a
completed diving scoresheet at the
specified time and place, as long as the
coach submits it prior to the end odf the
meet.

23 In a championship meet, divers shall submit All five groups
a diving scoresheet containing:
represented in
the first eight
rounds.
24 During the first round of diving in a
True.
championship meet, it is discovered that
the diver has only four dive groups
represented in the first eight dives. Since
this was not discovered prior to the
competition, no action is taken.
25 The dives to be performed (in any order) in
the semifinal round of competition are:

Imposes no
penalty.

Instructs judges
to deduct 1/2 to
2 points.

9-5-5

The school and The school and
the description the diver's
of the dive
score.
being
performed and
current score of
the team.

9-6-3a

Repeats a
previous dive.

All of these
situations result
in a failed dive.

9-7-5

Fails the dive.

Calls an
unsatisfactory
dive and a
maximum
award of two
points.

9-7-5p

The diver's
total score for
the event is
used in
computing the
competitor's
final place and
points awarded
toward the
team score.
Based only on Based on each Either by lot or
each diver's
diver's best
each diver's
best submitted submitted
best submitted
competitive 11 competitive 6
competitive 11
dive score
dive score.
dive score.
submitted.
The visiting
Seed score
Competitor
team choosing from previous choice.
odd or even
competition.
positions.
Dictated by the The number
A maximum of
meet
required to
three.
management. achieve a full
complement of
competitors.

9-8-3

False

9-3-5
PENALTY

A listing of the
five voluntary
dives.

The diver is not
allowed to
finish the diving
event after the
second failed
dive.

All 11 dives
listed.

All of the
above.

False.

Two voluntary Two voluntary
dives and three dives and two
optional dives. optional dives.

9-2-2

9-2-3

9-3-1

9-4-1

9-4-1
PENALTY 2

One voluntary
dive and two
optional dives.

Two voluntary
dives and one
optional dive.

9-4-1d

